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a b s t r a c t

We estimate realistic peening residual stress based on area-averaged solution using a 3D multi-impact
symmetry-cell finite element (FE) model. The analytical model includes elaborate factors reflecting actual
peening phenomena and plastic shot effect. Area-averaged solution is much closer to X-ray diffraction
(XRD) experimental solution than four-node-averaged solution in plastic shot FE model. The area-
averaged solution, moreover, converges to the perfect equi-biaxial stress state. From this, based on the
area-averaged solution, we obtained the FE Almen curve, and then derived related equations among FE
arc height, FE coverage and shot velocity. The FE Almen curve corresponds well with experimentally
obtained by Kim et al. [Kim T, Lee JH, Lee H. An Effective 2D FE model with plastic shot for evaluation
of peening residual stress. J Mater Process Technol, submitted for publication; Kim T, Lee H, Lee JH. A
3D phenomenological FE model for unique solution of peening stress due to multi-impacts. Int J Numer
Methods Eng, submitted for publication]. Using the FE Almen curve, we examine the FE area-averaged
solution in major peening materials. The FE solutions of surface, maximum compressive residual stress
and deformation depth quite reach experimental solutions. The FE Almen curve is thus confirmed to
be useful for estimation of residual stress solution. Consequently, we validated that the concept of
area-averaged solution is the systematical analytical method for evaluation of real peening residual
stress.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Shot peening has been widely used in automotive, power plant
and aerospace industries to improve fatigue life of mechanical
parts by generating useful compressive residual stress on the sur-
face of metal. Peening residual stress is a main factor directly
affecting the material behavior such as fatigue fracture, corrosion
and wear. Therefore it is quite important to quantitatively evaluate
residual stress for various peening conditions. An experimental Al-
men saturation curve used for prediction of the capacity of peening
equipment and peening intensity is usually adopted in shot peen-
ing process. Using main parameters such as arc height, peening
coverage and impact velocity which correspond to the curve, we
can estimate peening residual stresses of various materials. Nor-
mally peening residual stress is measured by experimental method
[3–7] using X-ray diffraction (XRD). However, the XRD measure-
ment method is needed considerable cost, time and skillful tech-
nique. For this reason, the residual stress has been generally

predicted by theoretical methods [8–10], and recently evaluated
by lots of studies using finite element (FE) analysis.

In the early stage of FE analyses for peening, single impact and
indentation FE models were largely used [11–16]. Recently, the
single shot impact analytical model also was introduced by some
researchers [17,18]. These FE analysis studies evaluated the resid-
ual stress field by assuming the single shot impact as 100% peening
coverage on the surface of shot peened material. Multi-impact FE
analyses closer to real shot peening phenomena have been per-
formed in large numbers thereafter [19–22]. In these works, how-
ever, real peening phenomena including plastic deformation of
shot were not sufficiently applied to the FE analyses, and examina-
tion of convergence to equi-biaxial stress and comparison between
FE and experimental solutions were excluded. Kim et al. [1] have
therefore proposed a 2D FE model including more realistic com-
bined factors and plastic shot effect in a single shot impact, and ex-
tended it to a 3D FE model in multi-impacts [2]. Applying peening
phenomena with FE coverage, impact sequence and cycle-repeti-
tion to the model additionally, they obtained an improved solution
of equi-biaxial peening residual stress. However, previous FE anal-
ysis works merely gave single-node solutions on the surface of FE
model. Namely, they did not consider concept of the area-averaged
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solution. Consequently, it is clear that some amount of error
between the FE solution and the experimental solution exists.
Because generally experimental XRD residual stress is measured
at area where is irradiated by X-ray. Boo et al. [23] experimentally
measured residual stress solution at the £4 mm circular area irra-
diated by X-ray on the surface of WC–Co hardmetal. Hong et al.
[24] evaluated the XRD residual stress at the 2 mm � 7 mm area.
Recently Jakobsen et al. [25] estimated characteristic of strain at
the 0.25 mm � 0.5 mm area irradiated on surface of material by
3D X-ray beam source. Especially, in the experimental peening
studies, Prevey and Cammett [26] explained the relationship be-
tween area-averaged solution at the 5 mm � 5 mm area and peen-
ing coverage experimentally. Kirk and Hollyoak [27] obtained

various area-averaged solutions of surface residual stress at the
areas with 4 mm � 4 mm, 12 mm � 1 mm and 4 mm � 1 mm. For
this reason, in this work, we evaluate the peening residual stress
quantitatively using a new analytical approach based on concept
of the area-averaged solution. Considering the experimental area-
averaged solution, in this work, we first obtain the area-averaged
FE solution from total nodes included at each cross-section of a
3D symmetry-cell model suggested by Kim et al. [2] in multi-
impacts.

Moreover, prior studies did not considered Almen curve with
arc height and peening coverage, which are essential to explain
the real shot peening phenomenon. The Almen curve therefore
has huge meaning in a numerical approach to quantitative evalua-
tion of peening residual stress. Therefore, we predict the FE Almen
curve using area-averaged solution, and derive the relationship
among the FE arc height, FE peening coverage and impact velocity,
and confirm usefulness of the FE Almen curve comparing the FE
Almen curve with experimental curve. Substituting FE peening
coverage and FE arc height into the derived equations, we obtain
the impact velocity. Adopting the velocity to the FE model, we
obtain four-node-averaged and area-averaged solutions of peening
residual stresses after FE analysis, and we then compare these FE
solutions with XRD experimental solution. Comparing FE solutions
with XRD experimental solution, we examine closeness to experi-
mental solution on the surface, maximum compressive residual
stress and deformation depth. Ultimately, we propose the valida-
tion of the 3D multi-impact FE model integrated with FE Almen
curve and plastic deformable shot based on area-averaged
solution.

2. A 3D finite element model for area-averaged solution of
peening residual stress

2.1. Finite element modeling and boundary conditions

Using the 3D symmetry-cell FE model proposed by Kim et al. [2]
as shown in Fig. 1, we obtain area-averaged FE solution of peening
residual stress in multi-impacts. We fixed S, which means a dis-
tance between shots (or a side of a cross-section of symmetry-cell),
on the same shot radius R as S = R = 0.4 mm. This is because when

Fig. 1. FE symmetry-cell model for area-averaged residual stress of shot peening
under multi-impacts.

Fig. 2. Four and full nodes in symmetry-cell model for peening residual stresses.
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